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Abstract
We have investigated the seawater Upconing due to a finite-length pumping horizontal well and derived an analytical solution of sharp
fresh/sea interface based on the solution of Dagan & Bear [1]. The results are compared with those of vertical wells. The Upconing profile
exhibits three stages with time: an early slow increase stage, an intermediate rapid increase stage, and a late steady state stage. The sensitivity
of the interface rise to the well length, the well location, the aquifer anisotropy, and the observation point location is analyzed. We have
also investigated the critical condition of seawater Upconing based on Muskat [2] idea by relating fresh/sea water interface Upconing to
drawdown. The critical condition which includes the critical rise and the critical time at a certain pumping rate depends on the well length,
the initial interface location, the well location, and the pumping rate. The critical rise and the critical time are coupled together at any given
pumping rate. The critical rise has an inversely linear relationship with the pumping rate and the initial interface location, respectively. The
critical rise is more sensitive to a shorter well, while the critical time continuously increases with the well length. In real field applications,
installing long wells as shallow as possible is always desirable for sustaining long periods of pumping with significant rates.
Keywords: Horizontal well; Seawater Upconing; Sharp interface; Critical rise; Critical time

Introduction
Coastal margins are one of the nation’s greatest natural
resources and economic assets. Due to increasing concentration
of human settlements and economic activities in the coastal
margins, it is critical to find better technologies of managing
the coastal groundwater resources. Coastal aquifers always
have saline water underneath the freshwater. This phenomenon
substantially limits the groundwater pumping rates using
traditional vertical wells because of the Upconing of the fresh/
sea water interfaces and the potential of seawater intrusion e.g.
[1-7]. A horizontal well often has a much longer screen length
than a vertical well, thus can intercept a significant amount
of freshwater flow in a shallow coastal aquifer; meanwhile, a
horizontal well distributes its pumping rate over a much longer
screen length than a vertical well, thus generates much less
Upconing of the fresh/sea water interface and has less chance
to be invaded by the underneath saline water. Therefore, a
horizontal well might be a better means for coastal aquifer
development. Horizontal wells have been widely used in the
petroleum industry in the past two decades [8-14]. They have
been applied to environmental geology and hydrogeology since
the pioneering work of collecting wells [15-31]
The analyses of Upconing phenomenon have been classified
into two groups depending on the assumptions made regarding
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the interface of freshwater and seawater. One is sharp interface
model, the other is transition zone model. The sharp interface
model considers freshwater and seawater as immiscible fluids,
ignores the mixing zone of these two fluids e.g. [3,1,32,5,6] [3337]. This model is valid if mixing zone between the two fluids is
relatively small compared with the thickness of the aquifer. The
transition zone model considers the two fluids as miscible fluids,
and a mixing zone exists at the boundary where these two fluids
are in contact e.g. [38-45]. The basis of the most initial works
of freshwater and saline water studies, especially the sharp
interface model is Ghyben- Herzerg model [46,47]. Following the
Ghyben-Herzerg model, extensive studies have been carried out
e.g. [35,36] [48-55].
Two methods are widely used among previous sharpinterface studies. The first method is developed by Muskat [2]
based on the Ghyben-Herzerg model, and the second method is
devised by Dagan & Bear [1], hereinafter called DB model based
the small perturbation of the free interface. Muskat’s model is
capable of calculating the critical rise of the interface while the
DB model can find the interface profile.

Most of studies related to seawater intrusion refer to vertical
wells e.g. [1,32,33,51,56,57]. Only a few investigations are about
the Upconing under infinitely-long horizontal wells [58-61].
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Zhang and Hocking [59,60] used boundary integral equation
method to find the interface for different pumping rates of point
sinks, and used hodograph method to obtain the shape of the
interface for an infinitely long line-sink to solve the critical rate
problem. Butler and Jiang [58] considered the effect of gravity
to study the movement of the water-oil interface toward a
horizontal well.

To the knowledge of the authors, seawater Upconing under a
finite-length horizontal well during transient flow condition has
not been studied yet. This article has two primary purposes. The
first is to investigate the Upconing profile under a finite-length
horizontal well at different times of pumping. The second is to
derive the critical pumping time and the critical rise at any given
pumping rate. The results are compared with previous vertical
well solutions. The sensitivity of Upconing to the well length, the
initial interface, and the well location has been investigated. This
research is particularly useful for guiding the coastal aquifer
development.

Seawater Upconing Profile under a Horizontal-Well
in a Thick Aquifer

b.
The fresh/sea water mixing zone has a negligible width
(the so-called sharp interface).
c.

The regional flow is not considered.

d.
The upper and lower aquifer boundaries are far from
the well’s intake point and the fresh/sea water interface (the socalled thick aquifer in Dagan and Bear’s paper).

The sharp interface treatment is a mathematical
simplification of the problem since the focus of this article is to
obtain some analytical solutions of the problem to gain physical
insights. Dagan & Bear [1], the so-called DB model, has derived an
equation describing the Upconing of the interface as a function
of time and distance from a pumping point in a thick aquifer.
Expressed in the notation of this study, the DB model gives:
Where R and γ are respectively the dimensionless distance
and the time given by:

Analytical Formulation
where Z is the rise of interface above the initial position,
Q is the pumping rate of the well, γ is the specific density of
freshwater, Δγ/γ is the dimensionless density difference between
the two fluids, d is the distance between the well’s intake point
and the initial interface, r is the radial distance from the well, n
is the aquifer porosity, Kx and Kz are the horizontal and vertical
hydraulic conductivities, respectively, and t is the pumping time.
Figure 1: A schematic cross-section diagram of a pumping
finite-length horizontal well above a fresh/sea water interface.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a finite-length pumping
horizontal well above a fresh/sea water interface. The
coordinate system is set up in such a way that the origin is at
the lower boundary of the aquifer, the x- and y- axes are along
the horizontal directions and the z-axis is along the upward
vertical direction. The horizontal well is positioned along the
x-axis with its center at (0, 0, zw), where zw is the distance from
the horizontal well to the lower aquifer boundary. The length
of the well is L. z0 is the distance from the pre-pumping initial
horizontal interface to the lower boundary, and d is the distance
from the horizontal well to the initial interface. The upper and
lower aquifer boundaries are impermeable (Figure 1).
In consistent with previous studies of Dagan & Bear [1], we
adopt the following assumptions in this investigation:

a.
The medium is homogeneous, horizontally isotropic
but vertically anisotropic.
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We must emphasize that it is assumed that the aquifer is so
thick that the upper and lower boundaries will not affect the
pumping in using Eq. (1). This assumption is the precondition to
achieve a possible stable profile of Upconing when time becomes
very large. If the aquifer thickness is limited, the aquifer
boundaries will greatly affect the rise of the Upconing and it
will not be possible to achieve a stable Upconing profile, even
with a small pumping rate. That is because drawdown at a point
near the sink will continuously increase with time and steadystate flow is not possible near a sink point in a finite-thickness
confined aquifer. If the thick aquifer assumption cannot be
satisfied, Eq. (1) is at most an approximation of calculating the
rise of Upconing before reaching the critical condition. A rigorous
theoretical investigation considering the finite-thickness aquifer
could be challenging. In this part, we will keep using the thick
aquifer assumption in order to use Eq. (1).
The DB model deals with transient flow and will serve as
the starting point of this study. The interface Upconing due to a
pumping horizontal well can be derived by an integration of the
point-sink solution along the horizontal well axis. For any point
at the initial interface (x, y), the rise of interface is
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Comparison of Upconing Profiles of Vertical and
Horizontal Wells in a Thick Aquifer
Eq. (5) is employed to analyze the Upconing profile under
a pumping horizontal well. (Figure 2A) is a three dimensional
view of the Upconing profile after pumping the horizontal well
for t=105s=1.16 days. The following parameters were used
in this Figure: d=10m, L=40m, Kx=Kz= 0.0001m/s, n=0.1, and
Q= 0.01m3/sec. A three-dimensional Upconing profile due to a
vertical pumping well is plotted in (Figure 2B) based on Eq. (1).
We should point out that this vertical well only withdraws water
from a point that is at the same vertical location as the horizontal
well. For the sake of comparison, we use exactly the same aquifer
parameters, initial interface, and pumping rate as those used in
(Figure 2).

Figure 2: Three dimensional upconing profiles at x=y=0, L=
40m, d=10m, at 1.16 days. A) horizontal- well; B) vertical-well.

As expected, (Figure 2A) shows a symmetric profile in
respect to the y-axis, and the largest Upconing is at point x=y=0.
At time t=105s=1.16 days, the maximal rise of interface is 3.31m
under a pumping horizontal well. In contrast, the highest rise of
interface under a vertical well is 7.07m, which is more than twice
of that of the horizontal well. This is understandable because the
horizontal well distributes its pumping stress over a great lateral
length, but a vertical well concentrates its pumping stress over a
small localized volume. In fact, hydro geologists have recognized
the importance of using a series of laterally distributed smallrate vertical wells instead of a single large-rate vertical well
to pump coastal aquifers to prevent seawater Upconing a long
time ago [1,33,62]. The study here moves one step further by
replacing the series of vertical wells by a single horizontal well
to reduce the seawater Upconing.
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Figure 3A shows the rise of interface versus time under both
vertical and horizontal wells at point x=y=0 in a semi-log paper.
It is interesting to observe a three stage interface rise with time.
At early time, the interface rise is small and the rate of rise is
slow; from time between 103 to 6×107 seconds, there is a rapid
interface rising; when time gets further longer, the interface
almost reaches a steady-state condition. The three stage interface
rise can be explained in the following. When the pumping starts,
it takes some time (often quite short) for the pumping effect to
reach the fresh/sea water interface, depending on the pumping
rate and the distance to the interface, among other hydraulic
properties. During this early stage, the fresh/sea water interface
will not be affected. When the pumping effect propagates to the
fresh/sea water interface, the interface will start to rise, first
rapidly, then gradually slow down until reach a steady-state, this
is the second stage. When the time is long enough, stead-state is
reached, that is the third stage.

Figure 3:A) The interface rises versus time for horizontal and
vertical wells; B) The ratio of the interface rise of a vertical well
over that of a horizontal well.

Another interesting result shown in (Figure 3B) is that the
ratio of interface rise under a vertical versus horizontal well is
almost constant at the early time (before 103 seconds), while
this ratio decreases during 3×104 to 2× 107 seconds, and it
is constant at 1.39 after 2× 107 seconds. The ratio of 1.39 at
the large time can be validated by comparing the steady-state
simplification of Eqs. (1) and (5). When time goes to infinity,
the second term in Eq. (1) goes to zero; whereas the first and
second terms in Eq. (5) cancel each other. Given the parameters
of L=40m and d=10m, it can be easily proven that the ratio of
rises calculated by Eq. (1) and (5) is approximately 1.39 after a
few steps of mathematical manipulations (Figure 3).

Physical Analysis of Interface Rise under a Horizontal
Well

As shown in Eq. (5), the interface rise under a pumping
horizontal well is controlled by several parameters including
the observation location, the well location, the well length and
the aquifer anisotropy. It is important to find out the response
of Upconing to the variation of those parameters. The same
parameters as that in section 2.2 were also used here.

Well location

Figures 4A & 4B show the interface rises at time t=105s as
functions of well locations for three observation points at the
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interface with x=y=0, x=y=20m, x=y=30m, where x=y=0 is the
point directly below the center of the horizontal well. This figure
shows a few interesting aspects. First, for the point directly
below the center of the well, the interface rise is somewhat
inversely proportional to d, reflected by the rapid decrease
when the well is close to the interface, and then the asymptotic
approach to zero when the well is away from the interface.
This result is directly reflected in Eq. (4) which shows that Z
is approximately inversely proportional to d if excluding the
negligible contribution of γ (Figure 4).

maximal Upconing is reached when the distance from the well
to the initial interface is slightly smaller than the horizontal
distance from the observation point to the well (Figure 4B).

Well length

Figure 5: A) Effect of the well length on the interface rise at
an observation point directly below the well center (x=y=0m);
B) Effect of the well length on the interface rise at two off-center
observation points at x=y=20m, and 40m.
Figure 4: A) Effect of the well location on the interface rise at
an observation point directly below the well center (x=y=0m); B)
Effect of the well location on the interface rise at two off-center
observation points x=y=20m, and 30m.

Second, for an observation point at the interface that is
not directly below the well center, the interface rise depends
on the interplay of the well location d, denoted as factor 1, and
the horizontal distance between the observation point and the
well center, denoted as factor 2. When the horizontal well is
close to the interface (small value of d), its influence upon the
Upconing mostly concentrates on a local area below the well.
When d increases, the interface rise tends to decrease. However,
the influence area of the pumping also augments and reaches
far, causing the increase of interface rises at points not directly
below the well center. For example, at an off-center point of
x=y=20m, when d is sufficiently small, the factor 1 dominates
over the factor 2, thus one observes smaller interface rise at small
d in (Figure 4B); when d reaches a moderate value, the factor 2
dominates over the factor 1, thus one observes a maximal rise;
when d further increases, the factor 1 dominates again, and the
interface rise decreases. As a result, one observes a parabolic
type of profile in (Figure 4B).
If the observational point is further away, for instance,
at x=y=30m, the well has to be further away from the initial
interface to generate a large enough influence area to let the
interface rise reaches its maximum at d=26.96m (Figure 4B).
One also observes that the curve of interface rise over the well
location d becomes flatter when the horizontal distance from
the observational point to the well center becomes greater. The
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Figures 5A & 5B show the relationship of interface rise with
the well length at different monitoring points at the interface. For
a point directly below the well center, x=y=0, the function of the
interface rise Z, versus the well length L, can be approximated by
a regression function

with a correlation coefficient R=0.999. The interface rise
decreases rapidly when the well length increases, and it gradually
approaches zero when well is infinitely long. This is because
the pumping rate has been distributed over a larger horizontal
distance for a longer well, thus the pumping strength per unit
screen length becomes weaker, causing a smaller interface rise
right below the well. Although Figures 4A & 5A shows some
similar trend, the rate of change in (Figure 4A) is faster than that
in Figure 5A, indicating that the interface rise is more sensitive
to the well location than to the well length for the point below
the well center.

For observational points that are not directly below the well
center, such as those at x=y=20m and 40m, the interface rises
depend on the interplay of two controlling factors in a fashion
similar to that discussed in section 2.3.1: the pumping strength
(reflected by the pumping rate per unit length), and the influence
area of the well. The interface rise reaches its maximum at a
certain length of the well, as indicated in (Figure 5).

Aquifer Anisotropy

Figure 6 shows the dependency of the interface rise as a
function of the anisotropy ratio (Kz/Kx) for a point directly
below the well. From an isotropic case of Kz/Kx=1 down to an
anisotropic case of Kz/Kx=0.3, the interface rise almost linearly
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decreases from 3.31 to 1.56. However, when the anisotropic
ratio further decreases, the decrease of interface rise becomes
slightly steeper, until reaches zero when Kz/Kx=0.

Analysis of Critical Condition of Seawater
Upconing

The study described above is based on the work of Dagan &
Bear [1]. Although Dagan & Bear [1] claimed that the interface
will be stable for upconed heights that do not exceed one third
of the distance between the well bottom and the initial interface,
they did not directly solve the critical rise problem rigorously.
In addition, Dagan & Bear [1] is for an infinitely thick aquifer
and it might not be suitable for dealing with a finite-thickness
aquifer. In this section, we directly solve the critical rise problem
using Muskat [2] idea based on the Ghyben-Herzerg model. The
limitation of this method is analyzed in the discussion.

Critical Condition

It is well-known that a stable interface profile is only
possible under a certain critical condition beyond which
seawater will flow into the well [2,3,32-34,56,57,63-65]. The
critical condition includes the critical pumping rate, the critical
pumping time, and the critical rise. In a transient flow problem,
these three parameters are interdependent on each other.
The critical pumping rate refers to the maximal pumping rate
without any seawater extraction at a certain time. The critical
rise is the maximal interface rise to maintain a stable interface
profile, and the critical time refers to the time when the critical
rise is reached at a given pumping rate. It is of great importance
to study the critical condition for managing coastal aquifers.

The critical rise is often expressed in terms of the ratio of the
interface rise over the distance between the well and the initial
interface (d). The critical rise due to a pumping vertical well has
been studied by several investigators such as Bear & Dagan [3],
Bower et al. [63], Haubold [32], Motz [64], Muskat [2], Sahni [33],
Schmorak & Mercado [34], and Wirojanagud & Charbeneau [65].
To the best knowledge of the authors, the previous studies of
the critical rise are for vertical wells, and often focus on steadystate problems [63,32,33]. The primary focus of this section is to
investigate the transient critical rise problem under a pumping
horizontal well.

Physical Model

Muskat [2] proposed an idea to acquire the critical rise
for a two-fluid flow system. That idea states that at the critical
condition, both the pressure and the pressure gradient across
the fresh/sea water interface are continuous. This idea has been
employed in the following studies such as Bower et al. [63],
Glover [50], Haubold [32], Motz [64] and Sahni [33]. In this
work, we will use this idea to study the horizontal well problem.

The assumptions used here are identical to those used in
section 2.1 except that the aquifer thickness is not necessarily
infinite. In addition, Muskat [2] assumed a small perturbation
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of the interface variation that did not change the hydraulic
head distribution of freshwater zone. Bear et al. [66] pointed
out that the Muskat’s model was valid for less than 20% rise of
the cone from the initial position of the interface to the bottom
of a vertical pumping well. Haubold [32] applied an empirical
factor 1.33 to extend the Muskat’s model from 20% to 50% of
distance from the initial position of the interface to the bottom
of a vertical well. Given the same pumping rate, a short-screen
vertical well generally has a much steeper interface rise profile
near the well bottom than a long-screen horizontal well, as can be
seen from (Figures 2A & 2B). Therefore, the small perturbation
assumption used by Muskat often results in less error with the
use of a horizontal well, as compared to the use of a vertical well,
given the same pumping rate. Nevertheless, when the interface
rise is more than 50% of distance from the initial position of
the interface to the well, greater error will be introduced with
the use of such an assumption. Continuity of pressure at the
interface before pumping results in (Figure 1),
where γf and γs are the specific weights of seawater and
freshwater, respectively; h0 is the initial hydraulic head in the
aquifer; ds is the depth of mean sea level to the lower aquifer
boundary; and z0 is the initial fresh/sea water interface location
in relative to the lower aquifer boundary.

Equal pressure

After the start of pumping, the hydraulic head in the aquifer
is h = h0-s, where s is the drawdown. Denoting as the distance
from the new interface to the lower aquifer boundary, the
pressure balance at the interface becomes
It can be obtained from Equations (6) and (7) that
where
is the ratio of specific weight of
seawater over that of freshwater.

Equal Pressure Gradient

At any vertical location z in the freshwater zone, the pressure
after certain time of pumping pf, is
If the point is located in the seawater zone, one has
Therefore, their pressure gradients are,
And
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At the critical condition, the pressure gradients at the
interface are continuous. This leads to
Where
refers to the distance from the interface to the
lower aquifer boundary at the critical condition.

Application to Confined Aquifers

We consider a problem of transient flow to a horizontal
pumping well (Figure 6). Because the interface rise is largest at
location x=y=0, thus this point is chosen to analyze the critical
rises under different circumstances. From Eqs. (8) and (13) and
with the knowledge of drawdown in the aquifer, one can obtain
the critical position of the interface, , and the corresponding
critical time, ct Eqs. (8) and (13) are written into the following
dimensionless formats:

with the definition of the dimensionless terms:

where D is the aquifer
thickness. For a confined aquifer, the drawdown at the interface
below the center of a pumping horizontal well (x = y = 0) was
given by Zhan et al. [30]:

Discussion of the Critical Condition

Figure 6: Effect of the aquifer anisotropy on the interface rise.

The critical condition is affected by several parameters
such as the pumping rate, the well location, the initial interface
location, and the well length. The dependency of the critical
condition on those parameters is discussed below. The following
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default parameters are used in this discussion: horizontal well is
located at the center of the aquifer (zwD =0.5), the dimensionless
well length LD=10, and the dimensionless initial fresh/sea water
interface z0D is 0.1 (Figure 6).

Pumping Rate

The effect of pumping rate is studied by changing the
dimensionless pumping rate α from 1 to 3.0. Figures 7A & 7B
show the effect of pumping rate on the critical rise and the
critical pumping time, respectively. Several observations are
notable from these Figures. Under the transient flow condition
in a confined aquifer, drawdown near the horizontal well
will continuously increase with time, which will result in a
continuously rising fresh/sea water interface until to a certain
time (so-called critical time in our terminology) according to
Eqs. (14) and (15). Thus, a stable interface is only possible within
that critical time. Beyond the critical time, the interface becomes
unstable and seawater intrudes the well. Therefore, a steadystate critical rise is not possible in a finite thickness confined
aquifer. Under an assumption that the aquifer is infinitely thick,
the critical time goes to infinity, and the steady-state critical time
is achieved. Bear & Dagan [3] have discussed such an infinitely
thick aquifer under a pumping vertical well and have given
estimations of the critical rises up to 0.5 (Figure 7).

Figure 7: A) Effect of the dimensionless pumping rate on the
critical rise; B) Effect of the dimensionless pumping rate on the
critical time.

Under the transient flow condition, both the critical rise
and the critical time decrease with pumping rate (Figures
7A and 7B), but with different fashions. There is almost a
perfect linear relationship between the critical rise and the
pumping rate. The function of the critical rise defined as
versus the dimensionless
pumping rate,, can be approximated by a linear regression
function with a correlation coefficient R=0.994. The relationship
of versus  is nonlinear which can be closely approximated by
a regression function
of with
a correlation coefficient R=0.996. The approximate linear
relationship of
in (Figure 7A) indicates that
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is insensitive to the change of
in Eq. (14). The nonlinear
relationship of (Figure 7B) shows that the critical time is more
sensitive to the change of ἀ when ἀ is smaller than 2.2.

Well Location

Figures 8A and 8B show and as functions of zwD, respectively.
Both and increase with zwD but respond with different trends.
When zwD varies from 0.2 to 0.45, the critical time is relatively
insensitive to the well location change. When zwD varies from
0.5 to 0.9, versus zwD fits into an approximately linear function.
changes from 0.66 to 0.84 when zwD varies from 0.25 to 0.9.
Figures 8A clearly show that the closer the well to the initial
interface location, the smaller of the critical rise, and the shorter
of the critical pumping time. The critical rise is more sensitive to
the change of well location when the well is closer to the initial
interface (Figure 8).

Figure 8: A) Effect of the well location on the critical rise; B)
Effect of the well location on the critical time.

Initial Fresh/Sea Water Interface

Figure 9: A) Effect of the initial interface on the critical rise; B)
Effect of the initial interface on the critical time.

Figures 9A & 9B show the effect of initial interface location.
The critical rise is linearly dependent on the initial interface
location, and this linear relationship can be approximated by a
regression function with a correlation coefficient R= 0.998. The
critical time also decreases with z0D when the initial interface
is farther from the lower aquifer boundary. The case of z0D=0.1
026

corresponds to =0.79 and =0.5, respectively. When z0D is at
0.3-0.4 which implies that the initial interface is very close to
horizontal well (zwD=0.5), the system will reach the critical
condition shortly after pumping ( =0.003) with a small critical
rise of 0.09 (Figure 9).

Well Length

To know the effect of well length on the critical rise and the
critical time, and to choose an optimized well length to prevent
seawater intrusion, the critical rise and the critical time are
calculated as well length LD varies over a wide range from 1 to
180. Figure 10A shows that the critical rise is very sensitive to
the well length when LD is relatively short. When LD changes
from 1 to 20, the critical rise increases substantially from 0.288
to 0.858. When LD is longer than 20, the critical rise becomes less
sensitive to the well length and its value changes only slightly
while well length gets longer. For example, when the well length
changes from 50 to 100, the corresponding critical rise only
increases 0.015. When LD is larger than 50, the critical rise is
nearly unity, implying that the interface is close to the horizontal
well, but the interface profile could still remain stable. This
conclusion has important practical application for preventing
seawater intrusion. It means that when the horizontal well is
sufficiently long (LD >50), one can maintain a stable interface
profile even when the interface is close to the well. For practice
of using horizontal well for water supply in coastal aquifers, this
indicates that one can use a long horizontal well to withdraw
significant amount of freshwater before the seawater intrudes
the well. Such a scenario is hardly seen when using vertical wells
in which the critical rises are unlikely above 0.3-0.6 [2,3,34,65]
(Figure 10).

Figure 10: A) Effect of the well length on the critical rise; B)
Effect of the well length on the critical time.

There is an almost perfect correlation between the well length
and the critical time shown in (Figure 10),
with a correlation coefficient R=0.996. When well gets longer,
it takes longer time to reach the critical condition. This also
implies that longer wells would be preferred for practice for
pumping freshwater in coastal aquifers.
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Discussion
Several issues of this study deserve further discussion.

i.
The three dimensional Upconing profile under a
pumping horizontal well is acquired based on Dagan and Bear’s
model [1] of an infinite thick aquifer, therefore, the conclusion
might not be applicable to thin coastal aquifers. This resulting
profile is only valid if the interface rise is below one third of the
distance from the well to the initial interface [67].

ii.
Previous studies of critical condition using vertical
wells often claimed that the critical rise was around 0.48 [2], or
0.5 [3], or 0.35 [65]. A maximum permitted pumping rate without
seawater intrusion was then given by considering the critical
rise [68]. However, the critical condition for a horizontal well
pumping case in a confined aquifer is a dynamic process. One
needs to consider aquifer and well properties, instead of simply
giving a maximal pumping rate based on a critical rise value.
This study showed that the critical rise and the critical time are
coupled together at any given pumping rate in a transient flow
problem. If the pumping rate is determined a priori, the critical
rise will be reached at a certain critical time beyond which the
interface profile becomes unstable. If the pumping period goes to
infinity in a confined aquifer, the critical condition will inevitably
be reached eventually, no matter how small the pumping rate is.
A longer pumping time can be achieved at the expense of smaller
pumping rate, while a larger pumping rate is only possible when
pumping time is short to maintain a stable profile.
iii. The critical condition depends on the well location, the
well length, the pumping rate, and the initial fresh/sea water
initial interface, as analyzed above. How to balance the effects
of these parameters and economic consideration is a challenge
for the water management when a horizontal well is applied to
a coastal aquifer. As shown in Figures 7A & 9A, the critical rise
has an inverse linear relationship with the pumping rate and the
initial interface, respectively. However, the slope in (Figure 9A)
is greater than that in (Figure 7A), indicating that the critical
rise is more sensitive to the distance between the well and the
initial interface than the pumping rate. If the initial fresh/sea
water interface is low (close to the lower aquifer boundary), the
interface could rise up to a position close to the well while is still
stable. If the initial interface is high (far from the lower aquifer
boundary), the critical rise tends to be small. Therefore, a long
horizontal well is preferred to keep a sufficiently long critical
time. In summary, a horizontal well with a longer well screen
length with further distance from the initial interface is always
desirable.
iv. The critical condition was investigated based on Muskat
[2] model which assumed that the seawater was stagnant.
Neglecting the dynamic process of response in the seawater zone
could result in unrealistically large interface rise. For instance,
the Ghyben- Herzerg relationship used by Muskat [2] deals with
static condition which showed that one foot drop of freshwater
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would cause approximately 40 feet of rising of seawater. The
realistic interface rise under transient, dynamic motion of both
freshwater and seawater should be smaller than that predicted
by the Ghyben- Herzerg relationship. It is generally accepted that
the calculated critical condition tends to be accurate when the
interface rise is less than 20% of the distance between the well
and the initial interface [67]. The primary purpose of this study
is for gaining the physical insights of interface Upconing under a
pumping horizontal well. We are aware that the calculated critical
time is short in a thin confined aquifer because of the usage of the
Ghyben- Herzerg relationship. Therefore, it is not recommended
to use the calculated critical time for precise prediction in real
field applications. On the other hand, we are also aware that the
pressure gradient Eq. (13) is almost independent of time after
a short period of pumping, which is consistent with previous
studies by Rosa & Carvalho [69] and Zhan & Cao [28]. In fact,
Zhan & Cao [28] have illustrated this issue in details and shown
that the first spatial derivative of drawdown due to a pumping
horizontal well in a confined aquifer is independent of time after
entering the so-called pseudoradial flow stage. Therefore, the
calculated critical rise, which is derived on the basis of continuity
of pressure and pressure gradient, is likely to be more reliable
than the calculated critical time in this study.

Conclusion

An analytical solution of three dimensional seawater
Upconing due to a finite-length horizontal well is derived by
integrating the point sink solution of Dagan & Bear [1] along
the horizontal well screen. This study assumes a sharp interface
between the freshwater and the seawater, neglecting the
transition zone between these two fluids. The resulting Upconing
profile is compared with that of a vertical well using the same
aquifer parameters. The Upconing profile exhibits three stages
with time: an early slow increase stage, an intermediate rapid
increase stage, and a late steady state stage. Given the same
pumping rate and the distance from the well bottom to the initial
interface, the interface rise at a fixed observation point is much
smaller due to a horizontal well than to a vertical well.

The sensitivity of the interface rise to the well location, the
well length, and the aquifer anisotropy has been thoroughly
discussed. In general, the interface rise is very sensitive to the
well location when the well is close to the initial interface for
a point right below the well center. For an off- center point,
the interface rise depends on the interplay of the well location
and the horizontal distance from the observation point to the
well. The maximal Upconing is reached when the distance
from the well to the initial interface is slightly smaller than the
horizontal distance from the observation point to the well. The
interface rise is less sensitive to the well length than the well
location. For a point right below the well center, the interface
rise decreases when increasing the well length. If the well is not
very long (Figure 5A), the interface rise is sensitive to the well
length. Similar to the influence of the well location, the interface
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rise also depends on the interplay of the well length and the
horizontal distance from the observation point to the well.

The critical rise and the critical time are studied by relating
the interface rise to the drawdown and by employing Muskat
[2] idea: pressure and pressure gradient are continuous across
the sea/fresh water interface. They are coupled together at any
given pumping rate in a transient flow problem. The critical
rise depends on the initial interface location, the pumping rate,
the well location, and the well length. The critical rise has an
inversely linear relationship with pumping rate and the initial
interface location, respectively. However, the critical rise is more
sensitive to the distance between the well and the initial interface
than the pumping rate. The critical pumping time decreases with
the increasing pumping rate. The closer the well to the initial
interface, the shorter of the critical time is. The critical condition
is also controlled by the well screen length. The critical rise
is sensitive to the well length when it is not long (LD < 50 in
Figure 10A), and less sensitive when well gets longer (LD > 50 in
Figure 10A), while the critical time continuously increases when
well length gets longer. In real field applications, installing long
wells as shallow as possible is always desirable for sustaining
long periods of pumping with significant rates. The limitations
of this study are originated from the assumptions used in Dagan
& Bear’s [1] model in investigating the interface profile and the
Muskat’s [2] model in studying the critical condition.
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